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WHAT’S HAPPENING
IN SHANGHAI ?

CUSTOMS REFORMS TO BE EXTENDED COUNTRYWIDE
CHINA’S customs regulator yesterday unveiled a plan to extend reform of customs management,
being tested in the Shanghai pilot free trade zone, to the entire country.
From Monday, measures initiated by the China (Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade Zone to simplify
clearance procedures will be expanded to 51 special economic zones along the Yangtze River, the
General Administration of Customs said in a statement on its website yesterday.
Meanwhile, measures to facilitate clearance will apply to special economic zones countrywide from
September 3 and to areas beyond these zones from September 18, the statement said.
Yu Guangzhou, head of the customs administration, said that duplication of the reforms “should
combine practical conditions and consider the applicability of the system and enterprise demands.”
In April, Shanghai Customs launched 14 pilot measures to cut clearance costs and enhance efficiency
of the customs process in the city’s pilot free trade zone, which was launched on September 30, 2013.
The measures included allowing goods to enter the zone before going through customs declaration
procedures, letting firms transport goods within the zone in their own registered vehicles and
allowing zone-based companies to offer maintenance services to overseas customers.
Enterprises in the FTZ can display bonded goods outside the zone and pay duty only after they have
been sold. That will streamline the import process and trim retail prices of products by 20 to 30
percent.

NEWS WITHIN HONG KONG

Confidence builds for strong recovery in
global trade
Global trade has put in a robust recovery
on the back of brisk demand from the US
and in part from Europe, according to a
raft of indicators and higher business
volume seen by shipping and logistics
professionals
Singapore has reported strong growth last
month in non-oil domestic and nonelectronic exports to China, the United
States and the EU.

Recent trade data indeed suggests a positive outlook for the second half of this year. Demand
from the US is coming back. Overall, the second half is expected to be better than the first
half."
The strength of the trade rebound can be gleaned from the fact that second-quarter gross
domestic product in the US expanded at a brisk 4 per cent.
The US and the EU registered growth in July non-oil and non-electronic imports from
Singapore of 24.7 per cent and 33.8 per cent, respectively, year on year.
China, which said the value of total exports hit a 15-month high last month, imported 8.4 per
cent more non-electronic and non-oil goods from the city state during the same time.
Chinese exports to the US and Europe rose 4.3 per cent and 8.6 per cent in the first seven
months of this year compared with the year-ago level.
The stronger trade performance has also been felt by businesses that monitor the flow of
containerised goods on a daily basis. "Most container shipping lines are reporting high
utilization of vessels and freight rates have also gone up this month since last month. Demand
in the third quarter is stronger than the previous one
"Container volumes are growing in all trades and there are reports the Asia-US and AsiaEurope trades are both growing above 5 per cent. These markets are definitely importing from
Asia again. Volumes between Asia and Australia and Latin America, by comparison, are still
growing but at a much slower pace

TAIWAN

TODAY

Exports in commodities and
services grew 4.37 percent
in the second quarter, or
1.05 of a percentage point
higher than previous
expectations on the back of
booming demand for
Taiwan’s major products
like basic metals,
electronics and machinery.

DGBAS ups 2014 GDP forecast for
Taiwan
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From Jakarta to London: Garuda
Indonesia president director
Emirsyah Satar and acting British
ambassador Rebecca Razavi
converse at the British Embassy in
Jakarta on Tuesday before a launch
event for the Jakarta-London route
scheduled to start Sept. 8. Garuda
will fly Jakarta – Amsterdam London five times a week with a
Boeing 777-300ER aircraft that has a
capacity of 314 passengers. The
route is expected to increase
business and tourist visits between
the two countries

Cambodia’s ranking rose 46 places in
the World Bank’s Logistics Performance
Index between 2010 and 2014. The
World Bank supported Trade Related
Assistance in Cambodia (TRAC)
program contributed to better logistics,
making it easier for exporters to
integrate into regional production
networks. Customs clearance fell from
5.9 days to 1.4 days over the same time
period. These were a result of TRACsupported customs and border reforms,
regulatory reform, and streamlined
import and export

The clearance of goods is much faster now. If we
compare it to early 2013, it took one week or fifteen
days to clear our goods. These days, it just takes
three or four days. This improvement is helping all
company reduce recurrent cost. I believe this is one of
the things that empowers us to compete with ASEAN
and global markets

A truck is exiting the Special Economic Zone
in Phnom Penh
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Singapore down 0.3pc to 2.95 million
TEU as HK rises 1.6pc in July
SINGAPORE's
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Authority reported a 0.3 per cent drop in
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Shanghai port posted a 2.8 per cent July
increase year-on-year to 3.06 million
TEU, according to figures released from
Shanghai International Port (Group) Co
(SIPG).Figures
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representing a year-on-year increase of
1.6 per cent from 1.95 million TEU in
July last year.
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Hapag-Lloyd extends
Rotterdam congestion
fee to all barge services

HAPAG-LLOYD is introducing a
congestion surcharge of US$27
per TEU for all cargo using barge
services with immediate effect at
the Port of Rotterdam after already
levying congestion fees.
The carrier, which imposed a $75
per TEU surcharge on cargo to and
from the port on third-party feeder
vessels, will apply the $27 per TEU
charge on boxes arriving and
departing on barges, reports
Lloyd's List.
The additional surcharge will be
implemented on US and Canadian
shipments from September 13, and
on Chinese-related shipments from
September 1.

TRAVELLING TO
DUTCH

In notice to trade, the German
carrier said it the surcharge applied
"due to an on-going congested port
situation affecting normal
operations as well as the complete
service perform at Rotterdam."

Hello and Other Greetings You'll hear the

Earlier this month, the Hamburgbased shipping line also switched
its Rotterdam call from its four-ship
Europe-Asia Loop 4 service in the
G6 alliance, to Antwerp in
response to the delays.

Dutch greet each other and visitors with any of the following

The flow of cargo in Rotterdam,
Europe's busiest box port, has
been severely disrupted for weeks
while upgrades to the ECT Delta
Terminal continue.

Hoi ("hoy") -- Hi

words and phrases. It's customary to return the sentiment when
greeted.

Operations have been hampered
further by larger vessels arriving
out of sync from their scheduled
timetable.
The delays have also prompted
barge operator Contargo and
feeder operator Team Lines to
introduce their own $75 surcharge
on vessels arriving and departing
from both the ECT Delta and ECT 
Euromax terminals.
Hapag-Lloyd reported a first-half 
loss of $232 million after container
shipping rates failed to recover

during the second quarter.


H



Goedemorgen ("KHOO duh MORE khen") -- Good
morning



Goedemiddag ("KHOO duh midakh") -- Good
afternoon



Goedenavond ("KHOO dun AH fohnt") -- Good
evening

Around 30 per cent of Swedish imports and
exports pass through the Port of Gothenburg.
Fluctuations in the economy are reflected very
clearly in variations in freight flows.
Ro-ro traffic, which accounts for a large
proportion of sea freight in northern Europe,

rose by three per cent during the first half of
2014. The highest increases were for trade
with Germany (nine per cent), UK (eight per
cent) and Belgium (eight per cent). In total,
286,000 ro-ro units were shipped during the
period.
The Port of Gothenburg six-monthly report
published today shows that European freight
volumes strengthened during the first half of the
year whilst global container trade fell.

"European freight has risen steadily for the
past year or so thanks to the recovery in the
economy. We have recently seen signs of a

slow-down in growth in Europe although this
has yet to be replicated in our volumes."

DID YOU KNOW ?

The name Gothenburg, or Goteborg, comes from the Geats
people, also called Gotar, Geatas, Gautar, Goths, and others,

became the inhabitants of Gothia starting as early as the 200
AD, this leading to Gota Borg for Gothia Fortress and over
time eventually became Gothenburg.

